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Ey1rnnm r.r. 
Mccne,!loaam1e yrnoaoro pacnpe,!lenemrn aHTHHeiiTpttHo B 3KcnepµMeHrnx no 
13-pacna.uy nom1ptt3oBaHHoro HettTpoHa 

E4-99-62 

IlocKOnhKY y-ttmyqeHHe Hett36e)l<H0 conpOBO)KJlaeT 13-pacnan H Bcne,!lCTBHe 3TOfO KO
HeqHoe COCTOHHHe a 13-pacnane HettTpOHa BKmoqaeT <pOTOH HapH.!lY c npoTOHOM, MeKTpo
HOM H aHTHHettTpHHO, T.e. He TpH, a qeTbipe qacTHUbl, KHHeMaTHKa aHTHHettTpHHO He MO)KeT 
6bITb BOCCTaHOBneHa O.!lHO3Haquo, KOr,!la ,!laHbl nHIIIb HMnynbCbl 3neKTpoHa H npOTOHa, a HM
nynbc y-HmyqeHHH HeH3aecTeH. CooTBeTcTBeHHO, H3 3KcnepttMeHTOB no pacnany nonHptt3o
BaHHoro HeiiTpOHa, r,!le Ha6mo,!lalOTCH nHIIIb HMnynbCHbie pacnpe,!leneHHH 3neKTpOHOB H npo
TOHOB, a y-ttmyqeHtte He perncTpttpyeTcH, cpaKTop acttMMeTpttttB yrnoaoro pacnpe.!leneHHH 
aHTHHeiiTpHHO He MO)KeT 6b!Tb nonyqeH CTporo, HO 3HaqeHHe BenttqHHbl B cne,!lyeT oueHH
BaTb nnIIIb B cpe.!lHeM, BBO.!lH B paccMOTpeHne cpem1ee, Han6onee aepoHTHoe 3HaqeHne (B) , 
n .!lHCnepcn10 t,.B . HeH36e)KHble npn 3TOM Heonpe,!leneHHOCTH B nonyqeHHH B COCTaHnHlOT 
HeCKOnbKO npoueHTOB, qTo CYIIIeCTBeHHO ,!lnH COBpeMeHHbIX 3KCnepnMeHTOB, HMelOIUHX 
uenblO non)"IHTb 3HaqeHneB C oqeHb Bb!COKOH TOqHOCTblO -(0,1-1) %. Ilpn yqeTe MeKTpo
MarnnTHblX B3aHMO,!leHCTBHH H3MepeHne HMnynbCHOfO pacnpe,!leneHHH ::meKTpOHOB II npo
TOHOB OKa3bIBaeTCH none3HblM TaK)Ke ,!lnH npoaepKH C Bb!COKOH TOqHOCTblO 3HaqeHHH g A, 

nonyqeHHOro paHee H3 yrnoaoro pacnpe,!leneHnH 3neKTpoHOB. 

Pa6orn BbmonHeHa B Jla6oparnpntt HettTpoHHOH cptt3HKH nM. M.M.<l>paHKa OIUIM. 

TTpenpHHT Om,e)IHHeHHOfO HHCTHTyra ll)lepHLIX HCCJie)I0BaHHil • .Uy6tta, 1999 

Bunatian G.G. 
Inquiry into Antineutrino Angular Distribution in the Experiments 
on Polarized Neutron 13-Decay 

E4-99-62 

So far as y -radiation unescapably accompanies 13 -decay and thereby the final state 
of neutron 13-decay involves photon beside proton, electron and antineutrino, i.e., not three 
but four particles, the antineutrino kinematics cannot be reconstructed unambiguously when 
the proton and electron momenta are given only, they-radiation momenta being unknown. 
Consequently, in the experiments on the polarized neutron 13-decay where the electron 
and proton momentum distributions are observed only, without registering they-radiation, 
the asymmetry factor B of the antineutrino angular distribution cannot be acquired rigorous
ly, but the B value is to be estimated only .on the average by drawing into consideration 
the expectation (mean) value (B) and the dispersion t,.B. The correspondent unavoidable 
ambiguities in B attainment amount to several procent which is significant for the nowaday 
experimental attempts to obtain the B value with the very high precision - (0.1 -1) %. 
With allowance for the electromagnetic interaction, experimental measurements of the elec
tron and proton momentum distributions is seen also to be instructive to verify with high ac
curacy the g A value obtained previously from the electron angular distribution. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, 
JINR. 
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1. Introduction. 

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in high-precise acquiring the neutron 

,8-decay characteristics, first, the lifetime T [1) , and, with neutron being polarized, the 

asymmetry factors of electron, A, [2) and antineutrino, B, [3] angular distributions in 

respect to neutron polarization vector e. The quantity A is obtained merely from the 

experimentally observed electron angular distribution, whereas to gain the quantity B is 

far more subtle thing as there is no means to m_easure straightforward the antineutrino 

angular distribution. The germ of the idea of the experiment [3] to acquire B value ran 

back to a long-ago. It was as far back as in the 'sixties when the method [4) was launched 

to disentangle the quantity B by processing the experimental data on the proton and 

electron angular distributions, the unique reconstruction of the antineutrino kinematics 

was presumed, the electron and proton momenta given. However, this assertion had 

been strictly true only if there would have been no ,-radiation which is well-known to 

accompany inescapably (see, for instance [5-8]) /3-decay. Certainly, the necessity of the 

allowance for this ,-radiation is only a matter of accuracy required in obtaining the 

B value ·in experimental data processing. Yet, in so far as the knowledge of the ,8-decay 

characteristics with the precision about~ (0.1-1 )% goes [1-3), there sees no reason to take 

for granted the ,-radiation being negligible in acquiring the B value in the experiments 

like those set out in Ref. [3). 

In the work presented, our modest purpose is just to visualize the effect of electro

magnetic interactions on the electron, proton and antineutrino distributions studied in 

[3] and, subsequently, to ascertain the accuracy attainable in describing the antineutrino 

angular distribution [3]. To warrant the necessity of the high-precise, unambiguous deter

mination, both experimental and theoretical, of the ,8-decay characteristics, especially 

B, we shall abstract now some features of the /3-decay treatment, the electromagnetic 

interactions being properly accounted for. 

2. The polarized neutron ,6-decay characteristics with proper 

allowance for electromagnetic interactions. 

At present, the stringent attainment of semileptonic decay characteristics is well un

derstood to be of fundamental value for the general elementary particle theory which 
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imposes several strict constraints on the quantities involved in the semiweak interactions. 

Certainly, the validity of these constrained relations must be thoroughly examined with 

the accuracy sufficient to judge with full confidence up to what extent, with what pre

cision the underlying principles of the up-to-date elementary particle theory hold true. 

For that matter, we have at our disposal, in actual fact, no option but to confront the 

high-precise experimental data with the results of the consistent theoretical calculations, 

the semiweak interactions being described by means of the tenable effective lagrangian 

descending from the general field theory. 

For the purpose of our work, the relevant effective lagrangian to describe /3-decay of 

baryons with accounting for electromagnetic interactions is known to be set out in the 

form (see, for instance [9-11]): 

where 

Lint= LBJBiw + Le-y + LB-y, 

LBJBiw(x) = '2(1,b.(x),"(I + ·/)t/Jv(x)) X 

IJ!BJ(x)[,ag~(q) + giMO"ovqv + ·/(,.;g!(q) + gfpqa))\JIB;(x) 

(I) 

(2) 

renders the (V - A) baryon-lepton weak interaction, q being the four-momentum transfer 

in /3-decaying, whereas the expression 

L.-y(x) = -et,b.(x),µip.(x) • Aµ(x) (3) 

stands for electr~magnetic field interaction with leptons and LB
7

, likewise, with baryons. 

In (2), (3), the notations are alike ones in Ref. [9], the index B specifying here the various 

kinds of baryons and the system of units h = c = I being adapted; \JIB;(x), \Ji"hj(x) render 

baryon fields in the initial and final states, and t/J., 1Pv, Aµ stand for electron (positron), 

( anti)neutrino, and electromagnetic fields, respectively. 

As to the ge(o) value, we adapt, alike in Ref. [IO], gv(0) = I for neutron decay 

(and gf(0) = 0 for strangeness-conserving decay E± --+ A0 + e± + v(v) + ,). Then, 

for the various semiweak decays associated to the certain i -t f quarks transitions: 

U -t d, s -t d, b -t d, the amplitudes G;1 in Eq. (2) are known [9-11) to be 

represented as 

Gil = GF. 1¾11- (4) 

L 
2 

Here, GF = 1.16639(2) • 10-5 • Gev-2 is fixed by muon lifetime [12], whereas the Cabibbo

Kobayashy-1\faskawa, C [( M, [13] quark-mixing matrix elements Vi1 satisfy the unitarity 

identity 

1Vudl 2 + IV.dl 2 + l½dl2 = 1 (5) 

which must hold true exactly within the fram~work of the standard model [10, 11]. Thus, 

any deviation from Eq. (5), if emerged from experiment, small as it might be, would 

be of fundamental significance, manifesting some puzzle in the underlying principles of 

the up-to-date theory of elementary particles. The pivotal, overwhelming contribution 

to the left side in Eq. (5) is just due to the strangeness-conserving, U-td, transitions; 

IVudl ~ 0.9744±0.001 as asserted, for instance, in Refs. [l, 12]. Thus, properly speaking, 

the accuracy attained in fixing the IVudl value warrants the precision tlw Eq. (5) is valid 

with. The thoroughly treatment of neutron /3-decay is believed to provide the precise, 

trustworthy cognizance about the C [( M-matrix element IVudl as well as of other quantities 

incorporated in the semiweak interaction (2); hereafter, we treat the neutron /3-decay 

solely. 

Thus, given the high-accuracy, ~ 0.1 %, experimental data on the neutron lifetime [I] 

and on the energy and angular final-state particles distributions [2, 3), the point is upon 

consistent calculating these characteristics accordingly (I )-(3) to confront the experimen

tal results with theoretical ones and thereby to acquire the plausible values of IV.,dl and 

of the various amplitudes g(q) in (2). With baryon mass let tend to infinity, M --> oo, the 

quantities gv(0),gA(0) are known to provide the bulk /J-decay probability, whereas the 

allowance for a.II other amplitudes g, for M finiteness, Af#oo, for the q-dependence of 

gv(q),gA(q) and for the electromagnetic interactions (3) would give rise to the small-scale 

corrections to that. Certainly, what determines the significance of accounting for the dif

ferent corrections is just the precision the studied physical quantity to be obtained with. 

In this work, alike in the previous one [SJ, we focus solely on the effect of electromagnetic 

interactions on the angular distributions of the particles, especially antineutrino, in the 

final state of the polarized neutron decay, all of.her corrections beiug put. a.~id<', important. 

though they might be in their own right. Let us recall that. the correct.ions elm· t.o the 

finiteness of baryon mass, M#oo, was thoroughly investigated in Ref. [14]. 

With the electromagnetic interactions properly accounted for [8], tlw prohabilit.y of 
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the pol~rized neutron /3-decay with the electron energy-momentum (e, p) and antineutrino 

emitted in the direction n.,, accompanied by the ,-radiation of the energy w=.k less than 

some given value km, (k~km ~ .6. - c:)., proves to be set out generally in the form (8) 

dW(~ p n k ") = dw dn., e8(<,km) X 
(,,,' ' "' m,4- 41r 

{ Wo(e,p,km,9V,gA) + (ve)- Wve(e,p, km,9V,9A) + 

+(n.,e) · W.,e(e, P, _km,9V,9A) + (n.,v) · Wvv(e, P, km,9V,9A) }'- (6) 

Here 

2o 2km 1 P+e 
B = --£-Zn(-), ,C = -ln(-) - 1, 

1r m v m 

Wa = w~[l + (\(c:,p,km)) + Ca(gv,gA,e,p), a=.O, vt, vt, vv, 

wg = gi + 3gt w~e = 2gA(9v - 9A), w~e = 2gA(gv + 9A), w~., = gi - 91 (7) 
Gf1 2 dn. 

dw = - 3 c:pw.,0dc:-4 , w.,o = .6. - e, .6. = Mn - Mv, 21r 7r 
p p p., 

Ile = -, V = -, Dv = -. 
p e Wv0 

The exponent e
8

<•,km) emerging in (6) governs the true infrared behaviour of the decay 
, , 

probability: dW(c:, p, n.,, km, e)-+O, when the boundary ,-radiation energy km -+ 0, which 

means, in accordance to the general theory (9, 15], that there is no /3-decay without the _ 

infrared(soft) ,-radiation. For the purposes of our present work, it is not necessary to set 

out the explicit expressions of the functions C, C, multiples of fine-structure constant o, 

which are calculated accordingly (8). 

On substituting the maximum km value, km = .6.-c:, Eq. (6) gives the corresJ>onde_!lt 

decay probability accounting for all the possible ,-radiation at some given c:. Obviously, 
the quantities 

A= Wve(e,p,km,9V,9A), B= W.,e(e,p,km,9V,gA), a= W.,v(e,p,km,9V,gA) (8) 
Wo(e,p,km,9V,9A) Wo(c:,p,km,9V,9A) Wo(e,p,km,9V,9A) 

stand for the asymmetry of the electron and antineutrino angular distributions and for the 

electron-antineutrino angular correlation, respectively. It is to point out that when proton 

mass was not let tend to infinity (i.e. M#oo), the effects-ent~iled thereby: the proton 

recoil, the q-dependence of 9V,9A, and the contributions of the therms with 9WM,9IP, 

would not spoil the general forms (6), (8), the correspondent corrections to the quantities 

(8) evaluated in Ref. (14]. Surely, all the aforesaid corrnctions having been abandoned, 

4<, 

the quantities (8) take the familiar well-known uncorrected form 

A _ 2gA(9v - 9A) 
o- 2+32 ' Yv YA 

and Eq. (6) itself reduces to 

Bo= 2YA(9v + 9A) 
gi + 3g1 ' 

gi-gi 
ao = gi +3g1' 

dW(c:, p, n.,, e) = dw dn., (gi + 3g1){1 + (ve)Ao + Bo(n.,e) + ao(n.,v)}. 
41r 

(9) 

(10) 

Upon integrating Eq. (6) over dpdn.,, the total neutron /3-decay probability, W = 1/r, is 

obtained. Subsequently, with equati~g this calculated lifetime T value and one measured 

in experiment [1), the first relation emerges to determine the quantities incorporated in 

(2), in particular !Vudl• The experimental A value (2) is obtained iii studying the electron 

momentum distribution which corresponds with Eqs. (6), (10) having been integrated 

over the antineutrino emission direction dn.,, the terms with the coefficients B, a in Eqs. 

(6), (10) disappeared thereby. The relation to acquire 9A value follows then from equating 

the calculated and experimentally observed A values (8) [2). 

How precise are the measurements of the r, A values [1, 2) and their theoretical eval~ 

uations, even with all the aforecited corrections included, it is, nevertheless, extremely 

desirable to draw into consideration beside T and A another /3-decay characteristics, in par

ticular the antineutrino angular distribution in respect to the neutron polarization vector 

e and the angular,correlation between antineutrino and electron emission directions which 

are figured by the coefficients B, a prefixed to (n.,e) = cos0.,e and to (n.,v) = vcos0vv in 

(6), (10), respectively. Such evolving is expedient both to check ones more the precision 

the quantities Gi/,9A,9IP,9SM in (2) are determined with (see [16)), and to ascertain how 

stringent is the general form (2) itself. As has been asserted in Ref. [17], pursuing the 

ideas argued in [18), the B magnitude, if known with the accuracy~ 0.1%, is pertinent 

as the experimental input to test the possibility that weak interaction may be left-right 

symmetric at the lagrangian level, parity violation arising exclusively from spontaneous 

breakdown of this symmetry. According to the assertion of Refs. [17, 18), if B value was 

fixed with such a high precision, the value of an admixture to the lagrangian (2) could· 

be revealed, having the same transformation properties as (2) has, but differing from (2) 

via replacing 1
5 -+ - 1

5• Thereby, the point is to check the feasible right-handed currents 

contribution to the effective semiweak interaction and to estimate the restriction on the 

magnitude of the mass of the right gauge boson associated with those [19). Certainly, all 
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this conception does make sense only when the B value is known from experiment with 

the accuracy ~ 0.1 %. 

Evidently, to ascertain B value in (6), (10) one has to attain the antineutrino an

gular distribution which corresponds with Eq. (6) having been integrated over electron 

momentum dp, the terms with the coefficients A,a in (6) disappeared thereby. Yet, to ob

serve the antineutrino angular distribution in experiment immediately is quite impossible 

because there is no means to register antineutrino itself, alas. 

The very ingenious fair way to sidestep this obstacle seemed to have been managed 

all the time ago in Ref. [4). 

3. The electron and proton momentum distributions and the 

angular distribution of antineutrino. 

It is just the Eqs. (6) - (10) that usually haunts us every time when we conceive {3-

decay process, but they themselves turn out to be not applicable in acquiring the quantity 

B from experiment. Describing the electron and antineutrino distributions in the final 

state in polarized neutron /1-decay, these Eqs. (6)- (10) imply, obviously, the integration of 

the general decay probability has been carried out over outgoing proton momentum as well 

as over momentum of ,-radiation. This treatment would correspond to the experiment 

where the outgoing proton as well as the ,-radiation were not registered at all, that is 

we would be dealing with the decay probability involving proton and ,-radiation of all 

the momenta allowed at given dpdnv. In the experiment to acquire A value [2], the 

electron momentum distribution is observed solely without registering antineutrino, that 

is including all the allowed antineutrino momenta. This observed distribution is to be 

described by Eq. (6) upon integrating over dnv which would contain then only the term ex 

(ve)A. To attain the quantity B prefixed to (nv,~") in (6), (10), the experiment should have 

been arranged to measure, the other way round, just the antineutrino angular distribution, 

regardless of the momenta of proton, electron, and ,-radiation, the consequent integration 

of the Eq. (6) over dp to be carried out, the terms with A and a disappeared thereby, 

and we left, respectively, with the term ex (nve)B only. But this advisable experiment is 

well known to be unfeasible, so far as antineutrino can't be registered, hereupon the Eqs. 

(6), (10), immediately as they stand, are thought to be fruitless to obtain the quantity B 

from experiment. 

6 
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To have got at our disposal the antineutrino angular distribution without the antin~--

trino itself registration we are in need of the momentum distributions of el~ctrons, pr~tons, 

and ,-radiation, the initial neutron being presumed to be at rest. Whereas the electron 

momentum can be determined in up-to-date experiment with high enough accuracy [2], 

the unsophisticated way to measure the desirable momenta of the outgoing proton and 

,-radiation is inferred to be ra.ther as good as impossible for now. So, it might seefil, we 

have deadlocked trying to acquire B value from experiment. Nevertheless, mazy as came 

out this problem, the research {4] blazed the trail to resolve it. In these investigations 

and subsequently in [3], the method had been asserted and the respective experiment 

profoundly elaborated to reconstruct kinematics of antineutrino and to acquire, conse

quently, the quantity B which resi.des in Eqs. ( 6), ( 10) from measurements of the electron 

momentum distribution and the distribution of the values Px. of the proton momentum 

projection on the x axis, the initial neutron being polarized along or opposite the direc

tion of this x axis. With the real experiment thoroughly expounded in Ref. [3], we only 

recall here that in its ideal scheme, just sufficient for our purposes. the registered electron 

momentum p is directed strictly along the x axis, the rested neutron polarization vector { 

is also directed exactly along or opposite the x axis direction, and the proton momentum 

projection on the x a.xis , Px, is registered in coincidence with the electron momentum p, 

the perpend.icular to x components of the proton momentum P not observed at all, as 

well as all the ,-radiation. The kinematics of the particles pa.rticipating in the ,process 

described is set out in the Fig. 1. 
X 

p 

Pv 

P., 

FIG.I 

e 
i 
i -e 

Fixed the electron energy c:, the P,, value varies within the limits 

IPI - (~ - c:}$Px$IPI + (~ - e). 
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ii 1, 

For the sake of visualization, we find convenient, alike done in [3], the quantity Px in (11) 
r • 

and hereafter standing for the x-component of the proton momentum with opposite sign, 

that is, the value Px > 0 is figured in the Fig. 1. With leaving aside, for a moment, the 

,-radiation and neglecting the proton kinetic energy on account of the very large proton 

mass, the antineutrino energy w,.,0 and the cosine of the angle between the x axis and the 

direction of antineutrino emission are evidently 

WvQ = ll-t:, Yo=COs0,.,x = Px - IPI 
w,.,o 

(12) 

In the real experiment in Ref. [3], the measurements consisted in counting up the events 

with the given values p, Px and the neutron polarization vector e directed along or opposite 

the x axis direction. What is measured in this experiment is the probability of the 

polarized neutron fl-decay with the electron momentum p and the value of the proton 

momentum projection on the x axis, Px, regardless of the antineutrino and ,-radiation 

momenta and of the proton momentum components perpendicular to the x axis. Thus, 

we arrive at the electron momentum p distribution simultaneous with the distribution of 

the values Px, 

dW:xp(Px,P) = w:x/Px,P)·dpdPx, (13) 

the contributions of the antineutrino, ,-radiation, and proton with all the allowed mo

menta incorporated therein. In (13) and hereafter, the value z =+stands for the neutron 

polarization along the x axis, whereas z = - for the opposite one. 

The general expression to describe the polarized neutron fl-decay probability with the 

electron momentum p and the x-component of proton momentum Px, accompanied by the 

,-radiation of all the energies w = k = lkl less than some given value km, k-5:km-5:11 - t:, 

is deduced from the lagrangian (1)-(3) in much the same way as Eq. (6) was obtained in 

Ref. [8], 

dWz(Px, p, km) = dPx dw wz(Px, P, km), 
2wva 

wz(Px,P,km) = e6
(<,km) • { wg[I + C'o(P,km)] + Co(Px,P,9V,9A) + 

(ve){w~e[l + Cve(P, km)]+ Cve(Px, p,gv,gA)} + 

+wi,_,zyo[l + C'e,.,(Px, p, km)]+ vw~,_,zyo[l + Cw(Px, P, km)]+ zC(Px,P,_9V,9A) }- (14) 

For our purposes in this work, there is no need to pull out the explicit expressions of 

the functions C,C, multiples of fine-structure constant a. -At km= I::,. - t:, Eq. (14) 
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renders the aforecited experimental distribution (13). Instead of Eq. (13) immediately, 

the treatment of the quantity 

X= wtxp(Px,P)-w;xp(Px,P) 
wt,,p(Px,P) + w;-xp(Px,P) 

(15) 

is known to be convenient in experimental data processing [2, 3}. With Eq. (14) used, the 

quantity (15) is presented as: 

(16) 
0 - 0 - -

X = v['t9ve(l + Cvd + Cvd + ~evYo(l_ +Ce,,)+ vw~,_,yo(l + Cvv) + C 
wo[l +Co]+ Ca 

Thus, confronting (14) with the correspondent experimental data (13), (16) [3], we arrive 

at the equation, additional to ones set out in [1], [2], to specify the quantities G;J,9A, ... 

which reside in (6), (14). So, the 9A value obtained from experiments [2] might be checked 

once again [16]. 

However, along this line, our desirable quantity B, the coefficient prefixed to (n,.,e) in 

(6), (10), can't come into picture at all, so far as the integration over all the allowed an

tineutrino momenta has been carried out in obtaining (14) and, respectively, the observed 

in the experiment [3] distribution (13) does incorporate the contribution of antineutrino 

with all the allowed momenta. Thus, we are to pursue another way, properly accounting 

for the ,-radiation effect in acquiring the quantity B from the experimental distribution 

(13) observed in [3]. 

4. The effect of ')'-radiation on attainment of the cqefficient B 

through the electron and proton- momentum distributions. 

Evidently, in the conceivable simplified case, where the relations (12) were valid, the 

antineutrino kinematics would be uniquely predetermined by the values p, Px, ~egistered 

in the experiment [3]. Consequently, with ,-radiation left aside and proton mas~ suggested 

to be infinite, M = oo, the distribution (14) reduces to 

dWz(Px,P) = dPx
2
dw ·wz(Px,P) 
Wvo 

wz(Px,P) = wg[l + Azv+ Boyoz +ayov], (17) 

whereas the antineutrino angular distribution has got the form (10). Thus, in this sim- . 

plified case, there would be exist the one-to-one correspondence between the distribution 
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{13), (17) treated in the experiment [3] and the antineutrino angular distribution ( 10), 

with the quantity (env) in Eqs. (10) having got the value zy0 in Eq. (17), as the quantity 

dPx/2wvo in {17) replacing dnv/41r in (10). Then, on equating (17) to the experimental 

distribution (13) [3], the equation 

w;xp(Px,P) == fo(wvo) · (1 + zAv) + la(wvoho•(zBo + av) (18) 

would be inferred, and, consequently, one would arrive at the expression of the coefficient 

prefixed to (env) in (10) 

Ba == --.!.,[w;xp - la(l + zAv) - laavyo], 
ZY010 

G~JWvo o 
~•- Wo lo== l61r4 (19) 

through the w;xp {13), or, more convenient, as was done in [3], via the quantity X (15) 

Ba== [X(l + avyo)- Av]/Yo. (20) 

Of course, we have put aside herein the uncertainties emerging in the real experiment on 

account of the poor statistics, the geometrical shortcomings of devices, and so on. It does 

not mean to say all the correspondent corrections must be conceived as being negligible, 

yet here we are about to scrutinize solely the effect of ,-radiation itself on B obtaining 

in experimental data processing [3]. In (17)-(20); we prescribe the subscript 0 to the B 

value to stress that it is obtained provided ,-radiation would be turned off, alike in (9), 

(10). As seen, the quantity B0 shows up to be expressed via the quantities lo, Yolo, Wvo 

(12), (19) which would be strictly known in this case for each event with the given Px, p 

values registered in the experiment [3]. 

However, so far as the neutron (]-decay has long been well-known to be accompanied 

by ,-radiation, the real experiment [3] deals with the /J-decay probability'with given Px, p 

values, involving the ,-radiation of all the allowed momenta k. In describing each single 

event, the expressions for Yo,Wvo in (12) will give place to the following ones: 

Px- lPl-xw Yo--> y(w) == cos0vx == __ ..,;.c...,:_ __ ' x == cos0-yx, 
Wv 

(21) 

Gf1wv o . 
lo--> l(w) == 

16
7r4 Wo, Wva--> wv(w) == fl - c -w, 

where w == lkl is the ,-radiation energy, and 0-yx stands for the angle of the ,-radiation 

direction relative to the x axis direction. Thus, to reconstruct uniquely the antinetitrino 

10 

kinematics we ought to have known the quantities w, x of the ,-radiation, accompany

ing every one single (]-decay event with the given p, Px values which are registered in 

experiment [3). 

Certainly, in the real case of the fi-decay accompanied by ,-radiation, our desirable 

quantity B can't be expressed accordingly (19), (20) through the quantities lo.JoYo,Wvo 

which themselves, strictly speaking, do get no longer the rigorous physica.l sense. For 

that matter, it is natural to estimate the quantity Bin (6) by drawing into consideration 

the expectation values< Yl >, < l > of the quantities (21) l(w),l(w)y(w,x), replacing 

lo, loYo in the state with certain Px, p, z values. These quantities< l >, < l y > a.re to be 

calculated by averaging l(w), .f(w)y(w, x) over the momentum distribution w;(P,., p, k) 

of the ,-radiation accompanying the decay event with given Px, p, ::. Thereby, the expec

tation value < B >, expressed via < y.f >, < .f >, is to be introduced to evaluate the 

desideratum quantity B (6)-(10). 

Up to now, in the existing experiment [3], only the total number of the /1-decay events 

with the given values of p, Px is registered, accompanied by the ,-radiation including a.II 

kinema.tically admissible w, x, that is the integral 

w;xp(P, Px) == j dkwz(p, P.,, k) (22) 

over all the permissible k. The purpose is to manage and disentangle from the exper

imentally observed distribution w!xv(P,Px)dpdPx (13) [3] the tenable knowledge about 

the quantity B which resides in (6)-(10). Every one single dcca.y PVcnt with given k value 

enters into the experimental w;xp(P, Px) value with its own wc.ight, it.s own proba.bilit.y 

w;(P, Px, k)dk, that is the probability of the ,-radiation with given momentum k ac

companying the (]-decay with the given p, P., values. Consequent.ly, Eq. ( 18) gives place 

to new one, where the experiment.ally observed quantity w;,.p(P, Px) is equated to the 

(]-decay probability averaged with the weight w;(Px, p, k), namely: 

z J dkW_;(Px, p, k)J(w)[l + zAv + z < B >z y(w, ,r) + at>y(w, x)] 
w,xv(P, P.,) == f dkWz( p k) = (23) ..., p, .r, . 

=< .f >z (1 +::Av)+< Yl >: (z < lJ >= +at•). 

where the familiar notation of averaging is introduced: 

, z , ) _ J clkW;(P.,, p, k)F(k) _ 
<F> (lx,P - fdkWz(P k) -..., x,P, 
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_ J0"'-• dw J:,2 dxF(P,,,p,w,x) J;" def>W,;(P,,,p,w,x, ¢) 

- J0"'-• dwJ:,2 dxf;" def>W;(P.,,p,w,x,¢>) 
(24) 

Here, the limits 

x1 = I - (6 + IPI - c - P,,)/w ~ -1, 

x2 = -1 + (6 - IP! - c + P,,)/w ~ I 

emerge merely from kinematics of the considered process, the quantities to be average, 

f(w),f(w)y(w, x), being independent on the azimuth ¢ of -y-radiation, see Fig. I. The 

quantity P,, itself varies within the limits (11) at the given electron energy c. We shall 

specify the form of the distribution w,;(P,,, p, k) and discuss concisely its properties a bit 

later. Once w;(P.,, p, k) depends on the neutron polarization, z = ±, all the average 

values (24), (23) do depend on z in turn, being different for the different polarizations, i.e., 

for z = +, z = -. 
Thus, we have worked out Eq. (23) replacing former Eq. (18). Being prefixed to 

the quantity zy0 f 0 in Eq. (18), the coefficient Bo would be just equal, as argued before, 

to the antineutrino angular distribution coefficient Bo in Eqs. (6)-(10). Dealing with 

the real experiment description, the Eq. (23) defines the quantity < B >z prefixed to 

the mean, expectation value < f y >z replacing the quantity foYo in Eq. (18). In the 

lack of the immediate one-to-one correspondence between the distribution (23) involving 

< B >z and the antineutrino angular distribution (6) involving B, the quantity< B >z 

is seen, nevertheless, to be relevant to estimate, on the average, the B value in (6)-(10) 

which is our goal. The expression of< B >z through Bo results from Eqs. (17)-(19), (23) 

straightforward 

< B >z= z[(I + zAv)(fo- < J >z) + Yofo(av + zBo)]/ < yf >z -zav. (25) 

As seen, two different < B '>z values to describe the antineutrino angular distribution 

have been obtained for two different polarizations of neutron, z = ±. Evidently, Eq. (25) 

reduces to < B.>z= Bo provided < f >z= Jo, < fy >z= foYo• · As seen, the expectation 

value < B >z shows up to be presented as a function of the mean, expectation values of 

the quantities J(wfiw)y(w,x). Thus, to.judge with full confidence about the accuracy, 

and even validity itself, of the aforesaid B • estimation via·< B >z we ar~ to visualize the 

distributions of the quantities f(w),f(w)"f{(w 1.x).around their_ mean, expectation values 
--- -~. - , . ' _<_ -
~ ; . ! :, -~ 
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< f >, < fy >, that is, the dispersions of f(w),J(w)y(w,x) are to be evaluated. For that 

matter, the mean square deviations of f(w),f(w)y(w,x) from their expectation values 

< f >,< fy >: 

< (61)2 >z=< f2 >z _ ( < f >z)2, < (6(yf))2 >z=< (yf)2 >z _ ( < yf >z)2,• 

< 6(f•yf) >z=< f·yf >z - < f >z • < yf >z, (26) 

i. e. just their dispersions, must be calculated beside the quantities < f >, < f y > 

themselves. Respectively, the attainable accuracy 

6Bz = J< (6Bz) 2 > = ✓< B 2 >z -(< B >z)2 (27) 

of the B value estimation (25)° is expressed in the usual way (see, for instance, (20]) 

through the quantities (26) and the derivatives 

a< B>z a< B >z 
a< f >z ' . a< yf >z . 

(28) 

Surely, in (26), the mean values< f 2 >z, < (fy)2 >Z, < f2y >z are obtained by averaging 

(24) of the quantities f2(w), [J(w)y(w, x)]2, f2(w)y(w,x) with the weight W_;(P.,, p,k). 

Thus, the ambiguities in estimating the genuine quantity B via the expectation values 

< B >± stem from the difference between these < B > +, < B > - quantities themselves 

and out of the dispersion 6B± emergence . 

Handling the expectation value< B >z to ascertain the genuine quantity Bin (6) is 

realized to be relevant in the case where the distributions of the values of the quantities 

f(w),f(w)y(w,x) show up to be sharp enough, that is, when, at given P.,,p, the ratios 

6f / < J >, 6(fy)/ < Jy >, and thereby 6B/ < B > prove to be substantially smaller, 

rather negligible, as compare to the desirable accuracy of the B determination (3]. As a 

matter of course, the magnitude of the ratio 6B / < B > sets the bound of the precision 

to acquire the B value (6), (8) from experimental data (13) processing [3]. Yet, when, at 

certain P,,,p, the distributions of f(w), f(w)y(w,x) around< f >, < fy >turnout to be 

so smoothed as 6f / < f > ~1, 6(fy)/ < fy > ~1, and, subsequently, 6B/ < B > ~1, 

there will be no reason, evidently, to estimate the quantity B (6), (8) via< B >z at all. In 

that case, the antineut.rino kinematics, antineutrino angular distribution (6)-(10) can't be 

reconstructed from the ~xperimentally observ;ed [3} distribution (13) even on the average .. · 
. '. . ,··:;·;o,'';-1·' 
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Under such circumstances, at such Px, p, there is no sensible way to estimate trustworthy 

the quantity B in (6)-(10) utilizing the experimental data [3]. 

Thus, we are to realize up to what extant, with what accuracy we are in position 

to reconstruct the antineutrino kinematics, having at our disposal the experimentally 

observed [3] quantities w!.,p(P, P.,) (13) at given p, Px values only, -y-radiation being put 

aside. Consequently, the task we are faced is to evaluate the ambiguities in estimating B 

via < B >' and to visualize the physical sense of the < B >± introduction itself, as a 

matter of fact. Surely, if the differences B± - Bo between the calculated values of B± (25) 

and B0 asserted in [3] as well as the flB± values (27) had been as good as negligible, for 

any p, P., values, as compared with the proclaimed in [3] uncertainties flB~0A% of the B 

experimental me_asurement, the allowance for -y-radiation would have been superfluous, 

but it is not a case, in actual fact. 

5. Evaluating the quantities < B >z, -6.Bz and discussion of the 

results. 

To the first a-order, the distribution w;(P.,, p, k) in (23), (24) is obtained accordingly 

[8) for polarized neutron /3-decay straightforward from (1 )-(3) in much the same way, 

properly speaking, as the probability of -y-radiation W-y(w) with the energy w, regardless 

of the Px, p, k/ k values, was calculated for unpolarized neutron /3-decay, as far back as in 

(5). Upon integrating over d</>, as it stands in (24), the -y-radiation distribution takes the 

form 

{2,r 
w2dwdxdpdPx -10 d<f>W;(Px,p,w,x,</>) = 

eG;1 2 8 1 c,, 1 
(-) · -- · - · --,- · - · dxdwdPxdP x 

2v'2 (21r)7 4c2 [1 - xv]2 w . 

x {(l - x2)cv[v(c + w)(gi + 3g!) + y(w + v2cJ(gi - g!)] + 

+w2 [(gi + 3g!) + yx(gi - g!)](l - vx) + 

+2zgA[(l - x2 )w[(gv - 9A)(v2c + w) + (gv + 9A)vy(c + w)] + 

+w2(l - vx)((gv - 9A)x + (gv + 9A)y]]}. (29) 

However, this expression itself is not applicable immediately, as it stands here, to calculate 

(23)-(28) because of the evidential unintegrable singularity at ~->0 which would entail 

the logarithmic divergency in integrating (24) over dw. As the quantities to be averaged, 
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f(w),f(w)y(w, x), in (23)-(28) show up to be independent on x when w->0, we are, as a 

matter of fact, to take care only of the true behaviour of the distribution W;(p, Px, w, x, </>) 

at w->0 upon integrating over dx. To describe consistently the -y-radiation at small w, 

when a/n(fl/w):2:1, i.e.,infrared radiation, the processes incorporating arbitrary number 

of such "soft" photons are known to be allowed for (15]. Pursuing the method set forth in 

Refs. (9), (15), the true behaviour at w->0 of th~ -y-radiation distribution, upon integrating 

over dx, is to be obtained accordingly (8] by replacing in (29) at w->0 

1 1 (m)(t-o) 2a 1 c + IPI 
----+- - , o = -[-In(--) - 1). 
w m w 1r v m (30) 

If anything, it might be instructive to recall that at such small w->0, when 

aln(fl/c..:)2:1, we deal with the radiation of the unfixed, arbitrary large "soft" photons 

number, the directions of their emission being not fixed too (9), [15), that is, the classi

cal -y-radiation sets on under such conditions. The consistent allowance for the infrared 

("soft-photon") -y-radiation results, accordingly to [8), in the factor e6 1•,km) in the formulae 

(6), (14), the Eqs. (29), (30) being deduced also rather straightforward by differentiating 

of (14) with respect to km and then setting km = fl - c (8). 

With accounting for (29), (30), calculating a.ll the integrals (24) do not en~ounter 

any divergencies, and all the quantities < B >' (Px, p), flB'(Px, p) are evaluated direct

ly. It is expedient to point out that if fine-structure constant a->0, i.e., when electro

magnetic interactions disappear, all the mean values (24) calculated with the function 

W;(Px,w,p,x,</>) (29), (30) will prove to be equal to the values F(0) of the averaged 

quantities F(w) at w = 0. Indeed, at o = 0 the quantity o in (~O) drops to zero too, 

and the normalizing integral over dw in the denominator in. Eq. (24) diverges logarith

mically on the lower limit w->0. Consequently, if the nominator in (24) had got finite 

value, the whole expression {24) would have vanished. On presenting the function to be 

averaged as a power series in w, F(w)~F(0) + wF'(0) + ... , we become conscious that 

all the terms including w provide the finite contributions to the integral in the nomina

tor in (24), whereas the term with F(0) proves just to be multiple of the normalizing 

integral residing in the denominator. With this infinite normalizing integral. c-anccled, 

each expectation value (24) would reduce merely to the value F(0). Thus, at o-->0 we 

would leave with reduction< /(w) >• ->/{0)=fo, < y(w) >z ->y(0)=Yu, < J(w)y(w) >' 

->J{0)y(0)==JoYo, < B >'= Bo, and, consequently, all the uncertainties would disappear, 
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TABLE 1. The values of(< B >+ -B0 )/B0 in%. 

-0.80 -0.40 -0.20 -0.10 -0.05 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.80 

0.55 0.00 -0.04 -0.12 -0.28 -0.59 0.66 0.34 0.19 0.10 0.03 

0.70 -0.01 -0.09 -0.25 -0.57 -1.20 1.34 0.70 0.38 0.21 0.08 

0.80 -0.02 -0.12 -0.33 -0.74 -1.57 1.74 0.91 0.49 0.27 0.11 
0.90 -0.02 -0.15 -0.40 -0.90 -1.90 2.11 1.10 0.59 0.33 0.14 
I.DO -0.03 -0.I 7 -0.47 -1.05 -2.20 2.45 1.28 0.69 0.39 0.17 
1.25 -0.04 -0.23 -0.62 ·-1.37 -2.86 3.20 1.66 0.89 0.50 0.24 

.6.f = .6.(fy) = .6.B = 0. So, accordingly to the physical meaning, the formula (25) would 

reduce to (19) when a was equal to zero, and we should arrive at the result dealing with 

the idealized case where ,-radiation was dropped-out, as was presumed in Ref. [3]. 

One can see the results of our calculations of the quantities < B >z, tiBz presented 

in Tables 1-4. Just in case, Table 5 shows what Px value corresponds to given y0 , € values. 

Th_e,~rs~ row in each Table contains the values of the quantity.y0 , (12), and thee- energies 

~~(in MeV) are given in the first column. So, every magnitude in Tables corresponds to the 

certain J?air of the Yo, t: values. In our presented results, the y0 value varies from -0.8 up 

to +D.8, alike in Ref. [3]. In Tables 1,2 the quantities 

B±-Bo . 
----100 

Bo (31) 

are displayed, i.e., the deviations of the quantities < B >z (25) from Bo (19) in percent. 

For instance, from Tables 1 and 2, one can find out that at y0 = 0.2, t: = IMeV the 

B+ value exceeds Bo by 0.69%, whereas the B- value at the same t:, Px is less than Bo 

by 0.44%. The differences displayed in Tables 1,2_ substantially grow when the value IYol 

decreases. It comes to light from these Tables that the differences < B >± -B
0 

, < 

B > + - < B > - prove to be not negligible in so far as the accuracy I% or better in 

B determination goes. So, the results presented in these Tables 1,2 make us realize that 

there is no reason to take for granted that the accuracy ~0.4% in B obtaining is attainable 

in experimental data processing [3], with the ,-radiation left out. Next, the quantities 

tiB±,,..-· 
< B >~..;_},DD, (32) 
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TABLE 2. The values of(< B >- -Bo)/Bo in%. 

-0.80 -0.40 -0.20 -0.10 -0.05 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.80 

0.55 0.02 0.08 0.17 0.34 0.67 -0.65 -0.32 -0.15 -0.06 -0.01 

0.70 0.03 0.13 0.29 0.58 1.17 -1.18 -0.58 -0.28 -0.12 -0.02 

0.80 0.03 0.15 0.34 0.70 1.40 -·1.43 -0.71 -0.34 -0.15 -0.03 

0.90 0.04 0.17 0.38 0.79 1.59 -1.64 -0.81 -0.40 -0.18 -0.04 

I.DO 0.04 0.18 0.42 0.86 1.74 -I.SI -0.90 -0.44 -0.20 -0.05 

1.25 0.05 0.21 0.49 1.01 2.03 -2.14 -1.07 -0.52 -0.24 -0.07 

TABLE 3 .. The values of t:,..B+ / < B > + in %. 

-0.80 -0.40 -0.20 -0.10 -0.05 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.80 

0.55 0.39 1.53 4.48 10.34 22.01 24.53 12.85 6:96 3.86 1.68 

0.70 0.37 2.14 5.92 13.45 28.44 31.82 16.62 9.00 5.05 2.28 

0.80 0.41 2.45. 6.67 15.05 31.70 35.58 18.54 10.02 5.64 2.64 

0.90 0.45 2.70. 7.29 16.37 34.39 38.76 20.15 10.87 6.14 2.96 

I.DO 0.48 2.92 7.82 17.50 36.67 41.51 21.54 11.60 6.56 3.24 

1.25 0.57 3.37 8.97 19.74 41.18 47.09 24.34 12.98 7.38 3.82 

rendering the width .6.Bz of the B genuine values distribution ( dispersion) around the 

expected (mean) value< B >z, are displayed in Tables 3,4. Certainly, being in possession 

of the observed w;xp(P, Px) (13) [3] only, we are not in position to judge about the genuine 

quantity B with the accuracy better than the correspondent tiBz(y0 ,t:) magnitude, as 

was set forth before. Yet, as seen_ in Tables 3,4, even the smallest uncertainties .6.B at 

IYol = 0.8 amount to ~1%, and the .6.B values increase ver.}' fast when jy0 j decreases, 

likewise the quantities in Tables 1,2 behave. The data in Tables make us aware that the 

ambiguities in_ B estimation because of the large dispersion tiB± come out to be far more 

significant than ones on account of the distinction between < B > +, < B > - . So, it is 

not sensible to ascertain the quantity B in (6) from experimental data processing [3] at 

the p, Px values corresponding to the_ small values IYol-. 

Of course, it is no wonder that the values in Tables 1,2 and especially in 3,4 augment 
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TABLE 4. The values of l!..B- / < B >- in %. 

-0.80 -0.40 -0.20 -0.10 -0.05 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.80 

0.55 1.19 3.29 6.47 12.47 24.31 22.99 11.05 5.04 1.96 0.56 

0.70 1.01 3.37 7.07 14.04 27.75 27.43 13.38 6.32 2.66 0.65 

0.80 0.96 3.40 7.27 14.56 28.85 29.02 14.20 6.77 2.92 0.71 

0.90 0.94 3.43 7.40 14.89 29.55 30.13 14.77 7.08 3.10 0.77 

1.00 0.93 3.45 7.50 15.13 30.02 30.96 15.18 7.31 3.24 0.83 

1.25 0.94 3.51 7.72 15.48 30.68 32.38 15.87 7.61 3.46 0.95 

sharply when yo tends to zero, Yo-> 0, the physical reason of such < B >, l!..B behaviour 

being quite visible. Indeed, when y0 ~ 0, that is IPI ~ Px, the imposition of the term 

xw in y(w) (21) originates the significant value of the ratios (y - Yo)/yo, l!..y/ < y > 

at any w, even tiny s1;1all one. In this case, any ,-radiation destroys absolutely the 

a.ntineutrino kinematics which would be valid without electromagnetic interactions. In 

turn, the ( < B >± -Bo)/ Bo values increase significantly, and the enhancement of the 

l!,,.B± / < B >± values can be even arbitrary large at jy0 j--.0. Of course, under such 

circumstances, there is nothing to say a.bout expectation (mean) values themselves. 

This outcome makes us realize quite clear that there is none single shred of physical 

reason to make use of the experimental data of neutron (3-decay at small values IYol ~ 0.1 

in tenable studying the asymmetry factor B of antineutrino angular distribution. Hav

ing at our disposal only the probability of polarized neutron /3-decay with given p, Px, 

,-radiation being left out, we are in position to reconstruct the a.ntineutrino angular dis

tribution only approximately, on the aver~ge and, subsequently, to estimate the quantity 

B on the average as well, with the accuracy restricted accordingly to the results offered in 

Tables, never better. The events related to the values IYol :5 Q.1 being in~orpo;ated in the 

analysis simply just, without prescribing any relevant weights, obtaining the antineutrino 

asymmetry coefficient B is thought to be untenable and to loose any faith, as a matter of 

fact. Processing all the experimental data beyond these small jy0 j values, we can pretend 

to acquire the semiquantitative B estimation with an accuracy about a few per cent. At 

best, with allowance for the events with IYol ~ 0.8-1.0 only, the accuracy better than 1% 
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TABLE 5. The values of Px in MeV. 

-0.80 -0.40 -0.20 -0.10 -0.05 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.80 
0.55 -0.39 -0.09 0.05 0.13 0.17 0.24 0.28 0.3.5 0.50 0.80 
0.70 0.00 0.2,1 0.36 0.42 0.45 0.51 · 0.54 0.60 0.72 0.95 
0.80 0.22 0.42 0.52 0.57 0.59 0.64 0.66 0.71 0.81 1.01 
0.90 0.43 0.58 0.66 0.70 0.72 0.76 0.78 0.82 0.90 1.06 
1.00 0.62 0.74 0.80 0.83 0.84 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.98 1.10 
1.25 l.ll 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.16 1.18 

is thought to be attainable in restoring the antineutrino asymmetry coefficient B from 

the e- and proton momentum distribution [3). 

6. Concluding remarks. 

Thus, there is no reason to gloss over the ,-radiation effect on B attainment and 

bolster up the achievement of the very high, ~ 0.4%, accuracy of the B measurement 

proclaimed in [3), alas. 

It is to realize and to score under that the ambiguities entrained by the unregistered 

,-radiation in acquiring the B value, i.e., the differences /B+ - B-/, /B± - B
0

/ a1id the 

dispersion l!..BZ, can be neither removed nor even lessened by improving statistics of the 

experiment [3), or by ingenious a.meliorating any devices within the actual experimental 

set up [3). The quantities in Ta.hies have emerged in course of our treatment because the 

a.ntineutrino kinematics can be reconstructed from the measurements of p, Px values [3) 

on the average only, so far as ,-radiation being not allowed for. Jn every decay event, the 

antineutrino kinematics could be reconstructed in unique manner, if the momentum of 

,-radiation was registered beside the p, Px values. Consequently, the experiment should 

be arranged to register the triple coincidences in polarized neutron decay, that. is the 

events where the quantities w, x (21) of the accompanying ,-radiation would hr regist.rred 

simultaneously with certain p, Px values. Then, there would be exist the onP-to-onc 

correspolldence between such observed triple distribution and the a.nt.ineutri1w angular ~ ~"~ 

distribution where the desideratum quantity B resides. Hard as is such ex1wrinwnt. to 

carry out, there is no reason stickle that it is feasible, if necessa.ry indeed. 
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What can be inferred from our calculations (see Tables) is that the ambiguities caused 

by ,-radiating effect in obtaining B could be reduced to :Sl %, if the Bo value had been 

extracted in [3] from processing experimental data at IYol~0.8 only. For that matter, it 

might be sensible to re-process in this line the data in [3]. 

Let us recall also that, as mentioned above in Sec. 3,. Eq. (14)-(16) the experimental 

data obtained in [3] could be employed to acquire immediately the 9A value residing in 

(2). Of course, the explicit expression of the quantities C(Px,P,9V,9A)1C(Px,P,9V,9A) 

in (14) are to be pulled out at length in much the same way as it was done previously in 

the work [8] for the coefficients in Eq. (6). And also, vice versa, having at our disposal 

the 9A value obtained in [2), we can insert it in (14) asking if the experimental data [3] 

would be reproduced thereby, such recapitulation of the 9A value acquired from various 

experiments argued in Ref. [16]. In the light of all aforesaid about how important is to 

ascertain, with the desirable high accuracy, the quantity B itself and the 9A value as well, 

both the subjects of great conceptual interest and significance, the investigations carried 

out in Refs. [3,4] are realized, beyond questions, to be developed and set forward as fast 

as possible. 
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